
APOS   Migrator for Web Intelligence
Streamline Your Conversion to UNX Universes

• 

Well Managed BI

• Convert UNV to UNX in bulk

• Repoint Web Intelligence reports 
from UNV to UNX in bulk

• Change universe settings on Web 
Intelligence reports in bulk

• Convert universes and repoint 
reports in a single, two-phase 
operation

• Automate validation testing to 
confirm successful conversion

• Back up reports before changing 
connection information

The new UNX universe, redesigned from the ground up, opens up important 

opportunities within SAP BI 4 deployments. However, adopting UNX universes 

and repointing Web Intelligence reports can be labor- and time-intensive, creating 

barriers to adoption. The APOS Migrator for Web Intelligence automates and 

simplifies the UNX adoption process.

The APOS Migrator lets you scan your system for Web Intelligence reports, select 

them, specify the new UNX universe to use, and repoint the reports in bulk. 

Optionally convert the existing UNV universe to a new UNX universe and repoint 

the Web Intelligence reports to the new UNX universe in a single operation. You also 

have the option to replace the existing reports, rename the new reports, or move the 

new reports to a different folder.               
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APOS Migrator for Web Intelligence
Streamline Your Conversion to UNX Universes 

Formed in 1992, APOS Systems is a global 

provider of solutions which enable well 

managed business intelligence. 

APOS solutions improve the return on your 

BI investment through enhanced BI platform 

management, providing: automated and 

simplified administration; detailed platform 

auditing and monitoring; robust archive, 

backup and restore capabilities;  automated 

report testing; enhanced content publishing 

and distribution; detailed BI query awareness 

and controls; simplified enterprise data 

connectivity; and targeted solutions to speed 

and streamline your platform migrations.

APOS solutions simplify, automate, 

complement and extend your BI platform 

management practices.

Like other APOS Migration Accelerator products, the APOS Migrator 
for Web Intelligence allows migration planners and administrators to 
automate time-intensive and labor-intensive migration tasks, remove 
uncertainties from the migration planning process, and liberate 
resources to tackle higher-ROI tasks.

The APOS Migrator for Web Intelligence lets you repoint Web 
Intelligence reports from UNV universes to UNX universes in bulk. 
You can update existing reports or create a new copy in a location 
and naming convention you specify.

If you so choose, the APOS Migrator lets you convert a UNV universe 
to a UNX universe and repoint Web Intelligence reports to the new 
UNX universe in a single, two-phase operation. The APOS Migrator 
logs the conversion process and any issues that arise.

The APOS Migrator for Web Intelligence lets you:

 • Scan your system for Web Intelligence reports using the criteria you 
specify

 • Specify UNX to connect Web Intelligence reports to

 • Specify whether to write the new connection information to the 
existing report, or create a new report in a specified location

 • Convert UNV to UNX and repoint Web Intelligence reports to the 
new UNX in a single, two-phase operation

 • Change universe settings on Web Intelligence reports in bulk

 • Export Universe properties

 • Manage data connections

Process Validation

The APOS Migrator for Web Intelligence logs all conversion and 
repointing activities, validates the success of each operation, and 

flags issues to be resolved manually.


